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Abstract: With increasing interest in multi-core systems, such as any communication systems, infra-
structures can become targets for information leakages via covert channel communication. Covert
channel attacks lead to leaking secret information and data. To design countermeasures against these
threats, we need to have good knowledge about classes of covert channel attacks along with their
properties. Temperature–based covert communication channel, known as Thermal Covert Channel
(TCC), can pose a threat to the security of critical information and data. In this paper, we present a
novel scheme against such TCC attacks. The scheme adds selective noise to the thermal signal so that
any possible TCC attack can be wiped out. The noise addition only happens at instances when there
are chances of correct information exchange to increase the bit error rate (BER) and keep the power
consumption low. Our experiments have illustrated that the BER of a TCC attack can increase to 94%
while having similar power consumption as that of state-of-the-art.

Keywords: selective noise; multi-core systems; thermal covert channel; countermeasure; attack
detection

1. Introduction

Covert channels are communication channels used to transmit information. In chip-
level security, covert channels are types of attacks that can create the capability of trans-
ferring data and information between processes that are not allowed to communicate
by the system security policy. Two parties with the aim to exchange covert information
can easily communicate and transfer information over a shared network without being
detected. Therefore, it is hard to identify covert channels, which hence can contribute to
very serious damage to security approaches if they are used for malicious purposes. In
many communication media, the covert channel information is seen, such as timing, heat,
or indistinct sounds. There is a wide range of side channels that may exist in a multi-core
system, however, a covert channel, which uses heat as a way to transmit information and
data, can be particularly dangerous.

The heat transfers are known as thermal covert channels (TCC) [1]. Thermal covert
channels can be traced in multi-core systems. As in any communication system, a thermal
covert channel includes a pair consisting of a transmitter and a receiver [2]. On the
transmitter side, the temperature signals are generated from sensitive data such as user
passwords by manipulating other activities like power consumption. The receiver’s side,
which is on the other end of the data transmission, reads its thermal sensor and recovers
the original sensitive information or data transmitted [3]. Figure 1 illustrates an eight-core
chip example, which assumes that there is a covert channel between core A and core B.
It should be noted that core A is placed in a secured zone, where sensitive information
does not have permission to be shared with the other cores outside this zone, and core B is
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located in a non-secured zone [4]. The temperature signal can move around the chip by
heat transfer among processor cores until it reaches the destination (receiver) [3,5]. In such
cases, the bit “1” shows as a range of rising and is full of the temperature signal, while a bit
“0” shows no changes. While thermal signals are committed to transferring temperature
signals over a chip, it is highly likely to be degraded or disrupted by the environment
temperature variations or the thermal noise [5]. An advanced countermeasure against the
thermal covert channel needs to position affected cores and fight the TCC attacks.

Figure 1. TCC communication in an eight multi-core system. The arrow from core A to core B
indicates that the heat flows from core A to core B.

In recent years, some new designs of thermal covert channels have been proposed.
For instance, Masti et al. [4] introduced a new design of thermal covert channels that has
improved noise immunity and throughput. They showed the feasibility of side channels
and especially thermal channels on multi-core systems for the first time, e.g., they created
a 1-hop TCC channel (a channel of transmitter and receiver are 1-hop apart from each
other) that could reach a throughput of 1.33 bps along with a BER of 11%. In this study,
researchers did not consider power consumption and high BER.

In separate research [6] it was confirmed that a TCC channel has a throughput of more
than 45 bps, and it also showed a TCC channel with a throughput of more than 5 bps
with a BER less than 1%. Apparently, the ever-growing performance of the thermal covert
channels pose serious risks and dangers to sensitive information or data security in today’s
many-core/multicore systems [7]. However, it is stated in [3,5] that TCC can be countered
by decreasing the frequency of the system by Dynamic Voltage Frequency Scaling (DVFS)
technology, producing jamming noise with the same transmission frequency as TCC [8] or
as in [9] by limiting the accessibility to thermal information, etc.

The increase in operating temperature of an embedded system results in a bad experi-
ence and reliability problems. Reliability issues through system design are being extensively
examined. It seems that in today’s digital world, TCC attacks are posing an increasingly
big security threat to multi-core/many-core systems, however, there have been little works
done to improve the defence strategy or countermeasure against them.

In this paper, we focus on thermal covert channel attacks and propose a novel selective
noise-based countermeasures. We have aimed to consider the weakness of previous works
and propose a new countermeasure in a way that is undetectable by the attackers. For
instance, Huang et al. [3,5] introduced a detection based on signal frequency scanning,
positioning affected cores, and blocking to thwart possible TCC attacks, as shown in
Figure 2. All experiments are performed using a simulator, Sniper-v7.2 [10,11], and more
details of the simulator are provided in Section 5. However, it seems that the temperature
signal is still at risk because the attackers can come up with a new method and find
the thermal signal’s pattern. Jiachen W et al. [12] suggested a countermeasure strategy
based on scanning frequency spectrum rapidly to detect any possible attack. When a
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thermal covert channel is detected and its frequency of transmission is found, a strong
noise source is applied to the transmission frequency band for targeted jamming. These
examples [3,5,12] have motivated us to propose a new countermeasure scheme based on
recording temperature and adding extra noise (extra thread), in fact, selective noise, that
changes the pattern of the thermal signal. The purpose of adding a selective noise is to
generate more temperature when the bit is “1”, which results in increasing the duration of
bit “1”. For instance, if the bit was “1” just for 2 ms, by the proposed method we increased
it to 5 ms and modified the behaviour of the temperature signal.

Figure 2. Thermal signal with and without countermeasure. (a,b) Temperature traces recorded by
the receiver core without and with DVFS control, respectively.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we survey the previous
works. Section 3 presents the system and threat model thermal of covert channels. Section 4,
introduces the security scenario for our TCC. Section 5 discusses the results and our
contribution. The final section (Section 6) concludes this paper.

2. Related Works

Covert channel attacks pose a security threat against any aspect or part of the computer
and information systems to multi/many-core chips [13].

They have been studied for different purposes, such as operating systems [13], multi-
core chips [1,14], and cloud systems [15]. Covert channels can be set up using a large
number of communication media that span from inaudible sound [16], inter-arrival timing
of packets [17,18], magnetic field [19,20], inter-light [21,22] to voltage [23].

At the chip level, covert channels can use dynamic frequency scaling [24], exploit cache-
timing [25,26], etc., for data and information transmissions. For example, Darwish et al. [26]
introduced a new online streaming methodology for the mitigation of covert timing chan-
nels. This method eliminates covert timing channels while having an impact on the Quality
of Service (QoS). To test the performance of the proposed model, the classification-based
strategy was applied. They confirmed that the classification accuracy of this model flow
fell down to 50%. However, in this work, the main focus was on the timing of the covert
channel and performances, while our paper relies on the temperature, power consumption,
and BER of the thermal covert channel in the multi-core system.

The term covert channel is explored, when the source and the sink transfer the data or
information actively against the term side-channel, which is utilized, where attackers recog-
nized an unaware system to deduce sensitive data and information, e.g., a user password
or a cryptographic key, and change them into the temperature signals [6]. Researching the
security issues related to isolation and separation in computing systems is a well-defined
area of study. In 1973, Lampson et al. [27] analysed this issue and mentioned the possibility
of using covert channels, i.e., detecting system properties not designed for communication,
with the aim of leaking restricted data. These attacks pose a significant security threat
against any aspect or part of our system, from cloud systems to operating systems and
multi/many-core chips, etc. [5].

Such as any countermeasure strategies, the TCC countermeasures include two main
steps, detection and defence, which are summarized below.
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2.1. Detection

In any countermeasure strategy, the first and most important step is detection. There
are different methods to detect attacks introduced. For instance, the experiments by
Kean et al. [28] illustrated that one system can include different tags with several codes,
which can all be detected in a relatively short time, during the normal operation of the
system. Experiments presented by Murdoch et al. [29] illustrated those changes in clock
skews resulting from modest temperature changes, which can be remotely identified
through network packet timestamps, even over tens of router hops [30]. Huang et al. [3,5]
and Jiachen W et al. [12] showed that for the detection step, each core can measure the
spectrum of its CPU workload traces that are recorded through a few fixed time intervals,
and then use it as a frequency scanning technique to detect if there exist any thermal covert
channel attacks.

2.2. Defence

The thermal covert is not similar to many types of covert channels. It does not rely on
any shared sources such as catch or memory, which supports it in easily circumventing the
system’s defence. TCC, which uses a simple on-off keying line coding strategy to encode
bit “0” and bit “1”, is presented in [4]. Recis et al. [31] researched thermal-related attacks
where sensitive information (e.g., a user password) is transmitted by reading the duration
and speed of the fan. The angular speed of the fan changes based on the chip temperature
to intercept it from overheating. A thermal covert channel over an x86-based scheme
could transmit data with an average BER of 13.22% [4]. A different encoding platform
based on return-to-zero was proposed in [14]. In this method, it was illustrated that a high
transmission frequency could prevent thermal noise from participation with other active
cores. Furthermore, Jiachen W et al. [12] suggested a countermeasure strategy based on
scanning frequency spectrum rapidly to detect any possible attack. When a thermal covert
channel is detected, and its frequency of transmission is found, a strong noise source is
applied to the transmission frequency band for targeted jamming, so that a thermal covert
channel could be blocked with a packet error rate (PER) of 85%. In this strategy, by adding
strong scours noise, the systems may face overheating during the transmission process
or result in increased power consumption. Another method that can be used to fight the
TCC attacks is Dynamic Voltage Frequency Scaling (DVFS) [3,5]. In this countermeasure,
after detecting the TCC attack and finding its position, it is attempted to block and fight the
possible attacks. In the scheme, Huang et al. [3,5] confirmed that this approach could cause
TCC attacks to suffer extremely high BER (>92%), by applying the DVFS strategy. In all
of these strategies, the sensitive data is still in danger. For instance, in [4] BER is very low,
in [12] devices may face overheating and high power consumptions, and in [3,5] thieves
can have access to the thermal signal’s pattern. By considering these issues, we proposed a
novel countermeasure to address them.

3. System and Threat Model

In this section, we present the thermal covert channel architecture and explain the
challenges linked with TCC attacks. Then we show our threat model considered for all the
implemented attacks. Finally, we describe the methodology used in the TCC attack.

3.1. TCC Communication Architecture

Only limited works have focused on the thermal covert channel due to the complexity
of the attacks (e.g., require expert knowledge and skills) and noisy traces [32]. A thermal
covert channel relies on a pair consisting of a transmitter and a receiver, which is shown in
Figure 3. To start the transmission process, first, the receiver and the transmitter require
achieving agreement on the transmission frequency for the thermal covert channel. Then,
the transmitter reads the sensitive information and data and packetizes them with a so-
called Error Correcting Code (ECC) [2]. When the packet is created, it requires to be
changed to the temperature signal for transmission. Basically, the transmitter sends the
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thermal signal by controlling the power consumption of the transmitter core [33,34]. It
means that the transmitter runs computation-intensive code with a particular purpose to
generate a high temperature, inserting idle CPU cycles to cool down the chip and generate a
low temperature [3,5]. For instance, a program is used to change the temperature based on
the bit, e.g., if ‘0’ then no change (inserting idle cycles to cool down the chip) and if ‘1’ then
the temperature is made high followed by a low to keep a low average temperature. On the
receiver side, it gets the thermal signal from its local temperature sensor and transforms
it into binary bitstreams. Then the receiver checks the ECC code for the integrity of the
packet. If the received packet is recognized and contains the particular preamble field (e.g.,
1010101) throughout the transmission process, the receiver extracts the data fields from the
packet; otherwise, the receiver rejects the binary bitstreams [35].

Figure 3. The components and signal flow of a communication system through a thermal covert
channel, from the transmitter to the receiver.

3.2. Challenges of Thermal Covert Channel Attack

The first thermal leakage issue is that they behave integrative, for instance, temper-
ature accumulates when an operation is executed (e.g., Rivest–Shami–Adleman (RSA)
decryption). From a previous operation, the contribution of thermal leakage still remains
in its next operation. Therefore, it is probable that at a different time a moment of the same
operation (e.g., a multiplication) will have a different starting temperature. Therefore, it
is highly likely that the same process (e.g., a multiplication) at different time moments
shows a different starting temperature [32]. To address this issue, there are two possible
approaches. In the first method, pauses can be implemented between the operations. This
can be performed by regularly stopping the clock or by implementing pauses after each
process, for instance, regularly forcing a delay in the processor. The second solution for this
issue is to periodically cool the processor after each operation. This approach can be imple-
mented by adding an external cooling system, such as a high-speed fan [36]. Another issue
that thermal traces face is the difference of temperature offset with time. While the power
is controlled by a voltage regulator, the temperature of the processor and the environment
are not directly controlled. So, the offset changes multiple times during implementation.
Today, most systems and devices use the dynamic clock and voltage scaling to maintain
the temperature in a specific safe range. Hence, the thermal leakage also shows drifts in the
offset during the implementation processes. So, TCC analysis needs a mechanism to filter
out such drifts, as they most likely cannot work on traces with different offsets [37].

The last issue is one method of modelling the physical performance of the thermal
leakage by analysing the system as an RC network [38]. This network acts similar to a
low-pass filter with a cut-off frequency somewhere in the kilohertz range. This frequency
reaction can pose an issue, as a wide range of systems and computers run in the Gigahertz
range. With a low-pass filter, it seems very hard and difficult to measure any useful
information and data when the systems are running at 800 MHz, even if it is the first
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order. Luckily, it is not needed to record every clock cycle for side-channel analyses to be
differentiated. If these processes take long enough, differences can be visible in the thermal
traces [32].

3.3. Threat Model

In thermal attacks, a malicious operation leaks the data and secret information by
modulating the devices’ temperature [39]. Except for a few studies, as reported in [36],
which estimated the decay rate of the DRAM cells to determine the temperature of a
TCC, most of the thermal covert channels need to have access to on-chip digital thermal
sensors (DTS) to get the temperature information of the chip [33]. For dynamic thermal
management, temperature sensors are essential and are deployed in chips in a wide
range [40]. The accuracy and number of temperature sensors can be ever improved in the
future [41]. The attackers (being the TCC transceiver) are able to read or reach the local
thermal sensor data by calling the software interfaces such as MSR or Intel’s processor
Model Specific Register, with a normal resolution of 1 ◦C [42]. The accuracy of some of
the latest digital thermal sensors can be up to 0.1 ◦C [43]. The defender is able to read the
temperatures of all cores and distribute the detection and blocking programmes to each
core [13].

Our threat model for TCC have the following assumptions:

• The attackers have direct access to the target device or systems in order to record
and archive thermal traces of the executed decryption. Many key recoveries attacks
use a common set of methods or techniques for analysing thermal traces. Simple
thermal analysis (STA) includes directly inspecting traces to deduce sensitive data or
information when measurements can be recorded to certain data properties [32];

• The attackers can acquire the ciphertext. In the transmission process, the ciphertext
data will be employed as default storage parameters for the specific transaction. So,
during this process, it is most likely the attackers can access the ciphertext [44];

• The attackers have access to a similar system or device. For example, using off-the-
shelf parts such as AVR, ARM, etc;

• The attackers have the capability to slow and cool down the target operating systems.
This assumption can be reached by manipulating the external crystal, using some
external fan, or by forcing the target system to compute a wide range of tasks in
parallel [3,32];

• Since the signal on the transmitter side is already distorted by adding noise, it would
not be possible to detect it correctly at the receiver side by increasing the frequency
of thermal sensors, because the information received would be different from the
original information. Further, for proper synchronization of data, it is better for
both transmitter and receiver thermal sensors to operate at the same frequency. The
transmitter and the receiver also need to reach an agreement on the frequency of
transmission for the thermal covert channel [3].

4. Countermeasures against Thermal Covert Channel Attacks

Our proposed work has different steps to detect and fight against such thermal covert
channel attacks. For the detection step, we used frequency scanning-based detection, which
was presented by Huang et al. [3,5].

• Step 1 (Detection): The detection algorithm uses the module of bandpass filtering
to filter out the thermal signals that are out of every band of interest. The detection
algorithm is also designed in a way that it can manage TCC, whose receiver and
transmitter runs through two different channels. While designing the countermeasure
method, we consider that the receiver and the transmitter have access to the same
thermal data files, and also that the transmitter and the receiver threads are both
sited in the same physical core and share the same thermal sensors, known as Intra-
core channel [3,5]. The frequency scanning process is used to detect any existing
TCC channels.
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In addition, each core specifies the signal’s maximum amplitude from the frequency
scanning process and leads it into a module known as the decision-making module.
The decision-making module compares the signal’s amplitude against a threshold ρ

(ρ is the pre-set threshold for the signal amplitude in a detection cycle.) and decides
whether a signal (e.g., 1 0 1 0) is from a covert channel or not. If the amplitude of the
signal is higher than ρ, an attack is present; otherwise, there is no attack happening.
Statistically, the threshold ρ is selected experimentally to be 0.02 dB [5].
Based on frequency scanning, if the defender, denoted as, global manager, identified
the TCC channel exists, the proposed countermeasure is applied;

• Step 2 (Classify bits): For applying the proposed countermeasure, we need to classify
bits into “1” and “0” according to the thermal signal changes. In our work, the bit “1”
represents changes in the thermal signal, while the bit “0” illustrates no changes;

• Step 3 (Check bits): For this step, the system checks if the bit is “1” or not by considering
the changes in the thermal signal. Then, if the bit is “1” the operation will start;

• Step 4 (Adding an extra noise): The last step is adding an extra noise to the temperature
signal, which results in generating more heat to the system where the bit is “1”,
therefore, there is no bit change for a long duration, as Figure 4 shows.

Figure 4. Proposed countermeasure process.

In the proposed method, once a core is determined to be associated with a thermal
covert channel, a countermeasure shall apply to fight any future thermal covert channel
transmission. Here we assume that a thermal covert channel thread is running on a
dedicated logical core all over a full communication session.

We add extra noise to the thermal signal to generate more temperature when the
thermal signal is at high temperature (th), which results in increased duration of th and
changing the pattern of the thermal signal and making it secure.

Note that the global manager cannot immediately apply countermeasure to control the
suspicious core. First, the global manager scales down the temperature of the suspicious
core for a few seconds (e.g., 0.5 s) to decrease the risk, and then a countermeasure is
implemented to block any future TCC transmission [3,5]. As for the simulation results,
from Figure 5, one can see that the average temperature of a thermal signal without
countermeasure is around 72 ◦C (Figure 5a) and when the countermeasure is applied the
average temperature increases to 76 ◦C (Figure 5b).

4.1. Extra Noise Generation by Random Numbers

There are different methods introduced to generate random numbers. Some of them
are very simple and some of them are very complicated. However, our purpose to use
this operation is to create some extra temperature in a very simple method that does not
require special types of equipment or lab to implement, and all researchers and designers
can have very easy access to it [45,46]. Therefore, for implementing our idea, we used
C/C++ programming and int rolldie(int rand_ number) function to create some
random numbers. Algorithm 1 illustrates the process of generating random numbers. In
the first step, the system gets two different random numbers (known as X1 and X2), then
sums them to achieve the final results.
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Algorithm 1 Psuedorandom Number Generator
Input: Two random numbers X1 and X2

Output: Psuedorandom sequence period of X1 + X2
1: for n = 100, do
2: if n > 0 then
3: X1 = rollDie();
4: X2 = rollDie();
5: Count n = X1 + X2
6: return
7: end if
8: end for

We started our experiment with 20 random numbers, however, it did not have any
effect on our system, as the duration of this process was too short and did not generate
significant temperature. Hence, we increased these numbers until we achieved the best
results. The best result was reached when 100 random numbers were generated, and we got
high BER and low power consumption. We considered this operation (generating random
numbers) as one extra noise and then applied it to the transmission process. The results are
shown in Table 1.

Table 1. One extra noise with different random numbers.

Countermeasures Generate Random Numbers Bit Error Rate Avg. Power Consumption (w)

One Extra Noise 20 22% 22.50966
50 22% 22.80794
100 94% 23.74631
150 94% 23.96022

During our work, we considered two important metrics: bit error rate and power
consumption. In our proposed countermeasure, it can be difficult for the attackers to
identify or guess the temperature signal pattern, so the sensitive information cannot
easily leak. Consider that a system has a thermal covert channel with a transmission
frequency of 100 Hz. Figure 5 shows the temperature signal without and with the proposed
countermeasure. As Figure 5b illustrates, when the proposed countermeasure is applied, it
shows a significantly different thermal profile.

Figure 5. Temperature timing diagrams of the receiver core without (a) and with proposed counter-
measure on the transmitter core (b).

In our proposed countermeasure, the BER of the TCC reaches 94%, and the power
consumption did not increase significantly. A high BER indicates that our proposed
countermeasure can be utilized to fight TCC attacks. On the other hand, system overheating
leads to increased power consumption throughout the transmission process. Consequently,
this issue is addressed in this paper.
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4.2. Selective Noise

To fight TCC attacks and address the system’s overheating issue, we proposed a new
countermeasure, which essentially consists of selective noise. In other words, this operation
is designed based on the recorded current temperature of bit “1”. If the current temperature
shows any changes or fluctuation, then the system decides to add extra noise or not, which
is known as selective noise. We will discuss it in more detail in the next section. By adding
selective noise, we could first change the pattern of the thermal signal, and then avoid
increasing the unnecessary temperature, which results in high power consumption.

4.3. Selective Noise Countermeasure

The methodology is illustrated in Figure 6 and has the following main steps:

• Step 1 (Record temperature): This step consists of monitoring and recording the
temperature. The extra noise is added when the bit is “1”. The current temperature is
then recorded by the temperature sensor and used for the next step;

• Step 2 (Temperature monitoring of processors and adding selective noise): In the last
step, the next bit’s temperature is compared with the recorded temperature (TR) from
the previous step. If the temperature of the current bit is less than TR or starting
to decrease, the selective noise is added to keep the temperature at the same level,
otherwise it is moved to the next bit. This progress continues until the end of the
transmission process.

Figure 6. The process of adding selective noise.

Here, we adopt different countermeasure strategies that take into account both security
requirements and power consumption. Specifically, adding selective noise effectively can
change the pattern of the temperature signal. To compare with our previous method, the
BER of the receiver does not show significant changes (94%) but the power consumption
will not be extremely high. As Figure 7 shows, by adding selective noise, the thermal
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signal shows different behaviour. The temperature fluctuation is decreased, and we could
keep it at the same level, which results in avoiding system overheating and low power
consumption. When the transmission process is complete, at the receiver side, the receiver
reads the temperature sensor and records the thermal signal, and then decodes the signal
to recover the original data. Next, if the received packet is specified to be uncompromised
and includes a special preamble field during the transmission, the receiver extracts the data
fields from the packet, otherwise, the receiver drops the binary bitstreams and waits for
retransmission [5].

Figure 7. The process of adding selective noise.

5. Experimental Evaluation

Two sets of experiments have been performed, first, adding extra noise to every
bit 1 and adding selective noise. Mostly, these experiments are implemented by using a
multi-core simulator, Sniper-v7.2 [10,11], as a fast and reliable simulator for multi-core [47].
McPAT-v1.0 is integrated as the power model. McPAT is an integrated power, area, and tim-
ing modelling framework for multithreaded, and many-core/multi-core architectures [48].
This analysis has been done in order to thwart the covert thermal channel attack of our
targeted device. To covertly transmit sensitive information from a secured zone to a
non-secured one, the thermal covert channel programs require generating and measuring
temperature signals by using the HotSpot simulator. We chose the Hotspot-v6.0 thermal
model to dynamically produce temperatures for all the cores. We adopt a few benchmarks
from PARSEC and SPLASH-2 and their temperature signals will be treated as the thermal
noise to a thermal covert channel. The experimental setup uses Sniper and Hotspot simula-
tion tools and TCC programs. Their configuration details are now tabulated in Table 2. The
floor plan of the processor cores follows the one reported in [3,5].

As Table 2 shows, the transmission frequency of the TCC dynamically changes with a
range of 10 Hz, 50 Hz, 150 Hz, and 200 Hz, etc., and the working CPU frequency of the
transmitter/receiver core is 2000 MHz. In addition, it is identified whether there is a TCC
attack or not. If an attack is found, the position of the transmitters/receivers associated
with the thermal covert channels are required to be found. This positioning accuracy is
referred to as Pacc.

Pacc =

{
1 Pdetected = Ptransmitter//receiver

0 otherwise
(1)

where:
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Pdetected: is the position (core id) of the detected thermal covert channel transmitter/receiver cores.
Ptransmitter: is the actual position of the transmitter/receiver cores.

Table 2. Simulation configuration.

Sniper Configuration

Instruction set architecture x86-64

Operate System Ubuntu 16.04.5 LTS

Number of cores 4 × 4, 8 × 8

Number of SMT threads per core 2

Frequency of CPUs (MHz) 2000

Benckmarks of PARSEC Blackscholes, Canneal, Fluidanimate,
Streamcluster, Swaptions, X-264, Dedup, Freqmine

Benckmarks of SPLASH-2 Raytrace, Barnes

Configuration for an integrated Hotspot

Chip thickness 0.15 mm

Silicon thermal conductivity 100 W/(m·K)

Silicon specific heat capacity 1.75 × 106 J/(m3·K)

Heat sink side 0.06 m

Heat sink thickness 6.9 mm

Heat sink thermal conductivity 400 W/(m·K)

Specific heat capacity of heat sink 3.55 × 106 J/(m3·K)

Configuration for TCC programs

Transmission frequency 10 Hz, 20 Hz, 50 Hz, 80 Hz,
100 Hz, 150 Hz, etc.

Preamble of a packet 1010101

Packet size in bits 64

ECC method Hamming code

Table 3 shows the average accuracy of positioning the transceiver in different multi-
core systems, which is around 97%. By using this detection strategy, we can almost always
identify a TCC attack.

Table 3. Detection accuracy of Pacc.

System Sizes Pacc

4 × 4 0.975

8 × 8 0.97

Table 4 illustrates that the proposed countermeasure strategy can efficiently fight
TCC attacks, up to the point that with this proposed countermeasure, the average BER of
the TCC attacks across 8 × 8 systems can be higher than 94%. An interesting fact is that
the average power consumption when the selective noise is in effect does not increase
significantly. The formula that is used for computing the average power consumption is as
follows [47]:

Pavg =
∑Nc

c=1(∑
Nc
u=1 2cu)

Nc
[W] (2)

where:
Nc: The number of cores.
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Nu: The number of functional units within a core.
Pcu: The average power consumption for functional unit u from core c.

Table 4. Experimental results.

Countermeasures Bit Error Rate Avg. Power Consumption
(w)

TCC with periodically scanning the
frequency and add a strong noise source [12]. 85% 22.27

TCC with DVFS (Figure 2b) [3,5]. 92% 22.31799

TCC with One Extra Noise (Figure 4b) 94% 23.74631

TCC with Selective Noise (Figure 6) 94% 22.81277

Figure 8 shows that the average BER’s of our proposed countermeasure is always
higher than that of the DVFS countermeasure for different system sizes.

4 × 4 4 × 4 8 × 8 8 × 8
80

85

90

95

System sizes

BE
R

%

Proposed Countermeasure
DVFS Countermeasure

Figure 8. BER with the proposed method and DVFS in different systems.

We also determined that the average power consumption increased, along with the
number of extra noises. The average and maximum temperatures also follow this trend. As
shown in Table 5, by increasing the number of noises we are able to reach a high BER, but it
may cause a rise in the temperature average power consumption of the systems, which is
not good for the systems.

Table 5. Experimental results with different numbers of extra noise.

Countermeasures Bit Error Rate Avg. Power Consumption
(w)

Two Extra Noise 95% 25.77204

Three Extra Noise 98% 28.19446

More than three Extra Noise (Five Extra Noise) 98% 34.20743

Table 6 indicates different aspects of considerations in TCC attacks. In thermal covert
channel attacks, most of the existing methodologies did not consider high BER, low power
consumption, and performance along with countermeasure. However, in the proposed
work, we examine the thermal covert channel attacks in multi-core systems with the
goals of optimizing two metrics: bit error rate (BER) and power consumption. We have
also performed evaluations for various system sizes. This paper is intended to help the
researchers and system designers in gaining deep insight into designing power efficient
and secure multi-core systems in the future.
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Table 6. Consideration of Various Aspects in Thermal Covert Channel Attacks by Existing and
Our approaches.

References Countermeasure High BER Performance Low Power Consumption

[3,5] X X X ×

[4] X × × ×

[12] X × × X

[49] X × × ×

[50] X × × ×

[14] X × × ×

[1] X × × ×

[31] X × × ×

Proposed work X X × X

Experimental results have confirmed that TCC attacks are possible in case of the
leakage of sensitive information and data through several seconds or milliseconds. So, it
seems that an application must repeatedly check the data and information that thwart such
attacks, which may be costly or result in overheating of the devices.

The proposed work has a wide range of benefits, which are summarised below:

• The first and most important advantage of this work is the high bit error rate, which
means that the vulnerability of the system will decrease significantly. Therefore, any
possible TCC attacks can hardly happen in this methodology;

• Low power consumption: one of the most important metrics of any embedded system
is power consumption [51]. This is mainly because the increase in power consumption
is a significant factor for elevated temperatures. Therefore, low power consumption
can affect the systems’ temperatures;

• Last, but not least, is easy implementation. Some of the proposed countermeasure
methods may need special types of equipment or labs, which may be costly or hard to
implement, such as [32,37,52]. However, the proposed countermeasure can easily be
employed for any device or system.

Despite all the benefits, the proposed approach has drawbacks., If the pattern of the
main thermal signal is, e.g., 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 instead of 1 0 1 0 1 0 1, this strategy cannot
work very well, as the proposed approach is based on both recording and monitoring the
temperatures and then applying countermeasures, as mentioned in Section 4.3. Thus, when
the temperature of the current bit (e.g., 1 1 1) is higher than the previous bit (e.g., 1 1), the
system cannot decide to apply the selective-noise countermeasure. Hence, the multi-core
system will be at risk.

Furthermore, the power spectrum of the temperature signals of a core when a normal
application (e.g., Blackscholes from PARSEC) runs falls into three bands: band A, which
ranges DC to 50 Hz, band B from 50 Hz to 400 Hz, and band C, which is higher than 400 Hz
(cut-off frequency), and detection is not performed in band A and band C. The TCC signal
in Band A can be easily damaged or disrupted by the thermal signal generated by a typical
application [5] and band C is considered unavailable for data transmission. Therefore, in
the aspect of countermeasure thermal covert channel attack, only possible TCC channels
within band B have been detected [3]. Hence, if the transmission frequency is less than
50 Hz, the system cannot detect the possible attacks. All of these issues are taken into
account for future work.

6. Conclusions

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to have used the pattern of the
thermal signal to reduce the risks and dangers, which threaten sensitive information and
data of the many-core/multi-core systems. Our experimental results have confirmed that
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the novel proposed countermeasure could be practically against TCC attacks with a high
BER of 94%. With its low overhead, power consumption, and complexity, the proposed
countermeasure is a suitable scheme that can be used by many-core/multi-core systems to
fight against such attacks. This study shows that thermal attacks are inevitable, however,
appropriate countermeasures should be designed to fight them by considering other aspects
of the system, such as power consumption as an important metric in the multi-core systems.
In the future, we plan to perform evaluations with all the possible configurations in real
hardware, which will need thorough engineering of the system under consideration.
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